
Eva works as a part-time teaching assistant at a university. She receives four paychecks of

   262.58,    157.73,    139.10, and    367.98 respectively. How much was Eva paid in total?SS S S

Jude stopped by the convenience store to buy !ve milk chocolates for    12.83 and three 

lattes for    7.39. He also bought a gallon of milk for    3.27. How much did Jude spend at

the store in all?

S S

S

Amanda enrolled her daughters Leah and Amy at a preschool, where she paid    75.00 in 

admission fee. She also paid    228.60 and    177.60 in tuition fees for the elder child and 

younger child respectively. How much money did Amanda pay at the preschool in all?   

SS

S

Brenda brought back a few souvenirs from her visit to the iconic Empire State Building. She 

spent    23.68 on a hoodie,    10.99 on a beanie toy, and    14.23 on a replica of the building. 

How much did Brenda spend on the souvenirs in all?

S S S
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Tracy placed an order for a leaf charm necklace that was priced at    7.99, a pair of earrings 

that cost    23.99, and a bracelet worth

in all?

S

SS 17.98 at an online store. How much did Tracy pay
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Eva works as a part-time teaching assistant at a university. She receives four paychecks of

   262.58,    157.73,    139.10, and    367.98 respectively. How much was Eva paid in total?SS S S

Jude stopped by the convenience store to buy !ve milk chocolates for    12.83 and three 

lattes for    7.39. He also bought a gallon of milk for    3.27. How much did Jude spend at

the store in all?

S S

S

Amanda enrolled her daughters Leah and Amy at a preschool, where she paid    75.00 in 

admission fee. She also paid    228.60 and    177.60 in tuition fees for the elder child and 

younger child respectively. How much money did Amanda pay at the preschool in all?   

SS

S

Brenda brought back a few souvenirs from her visit to the iconic Empire State Building. She 

spent    23.68 on a hoodie,    10.99 on a beanie toy, and    14.23 on a replica of the building. 

How much did Brenda spend on the souvenirs in all?
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Eva was paid    927.39 in total.S

SJude spent    23.49 in all at the store.

SAmanda paid an amount of     481.20 in all at the preschool.

SBrenda spent     48.90 in all on the souvenirs.

STracy paid a total amount of     49.96.

Tracy placed an order for a leaf charm necklace that was priced at    7.99, a pair of earrings 

that cost    23.99, and a bracelet worth

in all?

S

SS 17.98 at an online store. How much did Tracy pay
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